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The Dream
I had a dream were I was reading/singing the bible and
suddenly the text began to glow as if the ink was a conductor
of light and became alive.
As I watched and continued to sing, it increased in light
intensity and started lifting from the page and began hovering
around near the page.
Then suddenly the text expanded in energy and shot
past me like a laser going out into space. I witnessed the
power of the word of YHWH as it consumed the darkness
around me and pursued the fleeing darkness in to space.
When I awoke, I understood this was a word to me
about the importance of the written Word of YHWH. What
came to mind was the High Priest of Israel that had, “Holy unto
God” embossed across his head on a priestly crown of gold.
Such a writing was
not just a label but was written as a 'living' command to heaven and earth that all should give
themselves to the service of YHWH in holiness.
As the high priest turned, this message was sent out like a laser from his crown
in what ever direction the high priest looked. As this word goes out around us, it regenerates
space and earth in adjusting the frequencies to resonate with the divine frequencies of
YHWH.
We can do all this with English words of text but perhaps Hebrew
as a language text is more closely associated with the language of
the angels and the language of creation. I would opt for Hebrew in
the most ancient script.
This dream has encouraged me to add a few new things in my life.
One is to post scriptures around where I spend much time so the
Word of YHWH will send its
life-giving energy out into the home, office or Church. Further with
regard to the Battle Harps that I make, I am embossing “Holy unto
YHWH” onto the harps so as the instruments are played, the
command to be holy to YHWH will be energized by the frequency
energy of the music and like a laser, go out in all directions.
When I worked for DARPA in the development of some new covert technologies, I was
working with conductive inks and piezoelectric crystals in the development of low-cost
sensors. We used to joke about printing cameras and computers on bumper stickers and
street signs. The peizo effect is when pressure is imposed upon certain kinds of crystals, the
crystal converts the pressure energy into electricity and in some cases light which then
emanates from the crystal.
If the words “Holy unto YHWH” were also applied in a piezoelectric ink to surfaces, the
dream that I saw may be more than just symbolic but real as the frequency pressures of the
music vibrates the soundboard of the Lyre and the Hebrew text and piezoelectric ink resulting
in the transmission of RF signals from the Battle Harp in all directions.
These are just some thoughts but worth consideration. The bottom line is to let the

Word of God go forth into all of the universe so as to dispel the darkness.

